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An Incremental Approach to
Genetic-Algorithms-Based Classification
Sheng-Uei Guan and Fangming Zhu
Abstract—Incremental learning has been widely addressed
in the machine learning literature to cope with learning tasks
where the learning environment is ever changing or training
samples become available over time. However, most research
work explores incremental learning with statistical algorithms or
neural networks, rather than evolutionary algorithms. The work
in this paper employs genetic algorithms (GAs) as basic learning
algorithms for incremental learning within one or more classifier
agents in a multiagent environment. Four new approaches with
different initialization schemes are proposed. They keep the old
solutions and use an “integration” operation to integrate them
with new elements to accommodate new attributes, while biased
mutation and crossover operations are adopted to further evolve
a reinforced solution. The simulation results on benchmark
classification data sets show that the proposed approaches can
deal with the arrival of new input attributes and integrate them
with the original input space. It is also shown that the proposed
approaches can be successfully used for incremental learning and
improve classification rates as compared to the retraining GA.
Possible applications for continuous incremental training and
feature selection are also discussed.
Index Terms—Classifier agents, genetic algorithms (GAs), incre-
mental learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RADITIONAL machine learning techniques have focusedon nonincremental learning tasks. It is assumed that the
problem to be solved is fixed and the training set is constructed
a priori, so the learning algorithm stops when the training set is
fully processed. On the other hand, incremental learning is an ad
hoc learning technique whereby learning occurs with the arrival
of new data rather than from a fixed set of data, i.e., it is a con-
tinuing process rather than a one-shot experience. Incremental
learning is more suitable for software agents, as most learning
tasks for agents are incremental and agents must adapt to the
ever-changing environment incrementally and continuously [1],
[2].
Pattern classification problems have been widely used as
traditional formulation of machine learning problems and re-
searched with different machine learning approaches including
statistical methods [3], neural networks [4]–[6], genetic algo-
rithms [7], [8], fuzzy sets [9], [10], and cellular automata [11].
In recent years, hybrid approaches are also emerging, as they
are better in solving more complicated classification problems
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[12]. We use classification problems as our research vehicle
for incremental learning, and call software entities that have
the ability to undertake certain classification tasks as classifier
agents.
Incremental learning has attracted much research effort in the
literature. However, most work explores incremental learning
with statistical algorithms [3] or neural networks [4], and none
touches on the use of evolutionary algorithms. This paper em-
ploys genetic algorithms (GAs) as basic learning algorithms for
incremental learning.
Evolutionary algorithms, such as evolutionary programming
[13], genetic programming [14], evolution strategies [15], and
genetic algorithms [16], have attracted much interest in various
applications. They have been shown to be effective in exploring
large and complex spaces in an adaptive way, which reflects
some of the key aspects of natural evolution mechanisms such as
reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Among them, GAs have
been widely used in the literature as an evolutionary way to learn
classification rules, either through supervised or unsupervised
learning [17].
Most work in the literature focuses on batch-mode, static do-
main, where the attributes, classes and training data are all deter-
mined in advance and the task of the GAs is to find out the best
rule set which classifies the available instances with the lowest
error rate [18]. However, some learning tasks do not fit into
this static model. As the real-world situation is more dynamic
and keeps changing, a classifier agent is actually exposed to a
changing environment. Therefore, it needs to evolve its solution
to adapt to various changes. In general, there are three types of
changes in classification problems. First, new training data may
be available for the solution to be refined. Second, new attributes
may be found to be possible contributors for the classification
problem. Third, new classes may become possible categories
for classification. To deal with these types of changes, classifier
agents have to learn incrementally and adapt to the new environ-
ment gradually. This paper chooses the arrival of new attributes
as the target for incremental learning.
To achieve incremental learning, the standard way in which
GAs are applied can be revised. With a scenario of new attributes
being acquired, a classifier agent needs some algorithms to re-
vise its rule set to accommodate the new attributes. That means
it should find out how new attributes can be integrated into the
old rule set to generate new solutions. Of course, the agent can
run GAs from scratch again as some conventional approaches
do. However, this approach requires a lot of time and wastes the
previous training effort. In some real-time applications, there
are hard constraints on time and resource; thus, a classifier agent
may need to respond quickly in an online manner. For example,
1083-4419/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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in a robot-based navigation application, the robot needs to adapt
to the new surroundings quickly and prompt actions may be re-
quired based on the new results.
In this paper, we propose an incremental approach to genetic
algorithms, with different initialization schemes (ISs) based on
different initialization of the GA population. We explore the
use of incremental learning by implementing classifier agents
in a multiagent environment, which means the classifier agents
can collaborate to benefit each other. These approaches keep
the old solutions and use an “integration” operation to integrate
them with new elements to accommodate new attributes, while
biased mutation and crossover operations are used to evolve
further a reinforced solution. Four approaches with different
initialization schemes are evaluated with several benchmark
classification problems. The simulation results show that these
approaches can be used successfully for incremental learning.
They may also speed up the learning process and improve
classification rates as compared to the retraining GA. Possible
applications of proposed approaches for continuous incre-
mental training and feature selection are also investigated.
Section II places our work in the context of related work.
Section III discusses incremental learning in a multiagent en-
vironment and presents a model to illustrate the incremental ap-
proach. The basic GA for classification problems and various
initialization schemes are elaborated in Section IV. The simu-
lation results on benchmark databases and their analysis are il-
lustrated in Section V. Discussions on proposed approaches are
elaborated in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper and
presents future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Many researchers have addressed incremental learning
algorithms and methods. A wealth of work on incremental
learning uses neural networks as learning subjects. Fu et al.
[19] proposed an incremental backpropagation learning net-
work that employs bounded weight modification and structural
adaptation learning rules and applies initial knowledge to
constrain the learning process. Yamauchi et al. [4] proposed
incremental learning methods for retrieving interfered patterns.
In their methods, a neural network learns new patterns with
a relearning of a few number of retrieved past patterns that
interfere with the new patterns. Polikar et al. [20] introduced
, an algorithm for incremental training of neural
networks. Dalché-Buc and Ralaivola [21] presented a new local
strategy to solve incremental learning tasks. It avoids relearning
of all the parameters by selecting a working subset where the
incremental learning is performed. Other incremental learning
algorithms include the growing and pruning of classifier ar-
chitectures [22] and the selection of most informative training
samples [23].
GAs have been widely used in machine learning. DeJong et
al. [7] considered the application of GAs to a symbolic learning
task—supervised concept learning from a set of examples. Cor-
coran et al. [18] used GAs to evolve a set of classification rules
with real-valued attributes. Ishibuchi et al. [9] examined the per-
formance of a fuzzy genetics-based machine learning method
for pattern classification problems with continuous attributes.
Fig. 1. Incremental learning of classifier agents with GA.
Their work only covers batch-mode algorithms, instead of in-
cremental learning cases, while our work explores a method of
using GAs with various initialization schemes in incremental
learning.
There are two general approaches for GA-based rule opti-
mization and learning. The Michigan approach uses GAs to
evolve individual rules, a collection of which comprises the so-
lution for the classification system [24]. Another approach is the
Pitt approach [25], [26], where rule sets in a population compete
against each other with respect to their performance on the do-
main task. The detailed explanation and comparison on these
two approaches can be found in [27]. In this paper, the Pitt ap-
proach is chosen, as the encoding mechanism for this approach
is more straightforward.
Another feature of this paper is that we place incremental
learning in a context of multiagent environment, which means
classifier agents may cooperate with each other to achieve in-
cremental learning. There are two streams of research about
combining multiagent systems and learning. One regards mul-
tiagent systems in which agents learn from the environment in
which they operate. The second stream investigates the issues of
multiagent learning with a focus on the interactions among the
learning agents. Enee and Escazut [28] explored the evolution
of multiagent systems with distributed elitism. It uses classifier
systems as the evolution subjects. Caragea et al. [29] proposed a
theoretical framework for the design of learning algorithms for
knowledge acquisition from multiple distributed, dynamic data
sources.
III. INCREMENTAL LEARNING WITH GAs
In some classification problems, new training data, attributes
and classes may become available or some existing elements
may get changed. Thus, classifier agents should have algo-
rithms to cope with these changes. Either they may sense the
environment and evolve their solutions by themselves, or they
may collaborate to adapt to the new environment, as shown in
Fig. 1. There are many possible types of cooperation among a
group of agents to boost their capability. Classifier agents can
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Fig. 2. ILGA model for a simplified classification problem.
exchange information of new attributes and classes. If avail-
able, they can also exchange evolved rule sets (chromosomes).
They can even provide each other with new training/test data,
or challenge other agents with unsolved problems. Various
combinations of these operational modes are also possible.
Fig. 1 also shows the use of the GA as the main approach
for incremental learning, either with self-learning or collabora-
tive learning. Each classifier agent may have a certain solution
(current solution in the figure) based on the attributes, classes,
and training data currently known. When new attributes, classes,
or data are sensed or acquired from the environment or other
agents, the GA is then used to learn the new changes and evolve
into a reinforced solution. As long as the learning process con-
tinues, this procedure can be repeated for incremental learning.
We postulate that incremental learning with genetic algo-
rithms (ILGA) can improve classification rate and save training
time. The following gives some insight and explanation on the
inner mechanism leading to the advantages of ILGA.
Fig. 2 presents a model for a simplified classification problem
with two attributes and two classes . This sim-
plified model and the following analysis can be easily extended
to higher-dimensional spaces. denotes the possible area con-
fined by the value range of and ,
which is also the maximum searching area for the GA. and
are the areas covering the training instances belonging to the
two class categories respectively. When the normal GA evolves
the rule set using two attributes ( and ) together, it searches
the area directly. However, ILGA consists of two steps. The
first step is a one-dimensional search along the axis , trying
to find the boundary information for both classes, i.e., ,
, , . The second step inherits these boundary
information, and continue searching the boundary information
for the two attributes (further searching , , ,
). However, with the help of the information inherited, the
second search step can be confined in the areas and (the
shadow area plus the grid area for each as shown in the figure).
It is easy to see that the search space is largely reduced from to
. Despite the overhead of the one-dimensional search in
the first step, ILGA still searches a smaller area than the normal
GA. This explains why ILGA needs less training time. That is,
as ILGA inherits useful information; it stands on a better starting
point.
Fig. 2 also provides some insight on the possibility of im-
provement on the classification rates. As the initial population
for ILGA is created using the boundary information of , they
are located in the area or . Because they are closer to the
best solutions or , it is more likely that ILGA converges
to either solution. However, the normal GA needs to search a
larger area , thus it may miss the best solutions occasionally.
As shown in Fig. 2, it is relatively more difficult for the normal
GA to derive such solution contour. As a result, the partitioning
in the attribute domain brings along some advantages. In gen-
eral, the interference among interfering attributes makes the GA
search more difficult. When a larger attribute domain is parti-
tioned, the interference among attributes can be reduced. There-
fore, it is easier to map partial attributes to classes, which makes
ILGA-based search easier and more accurate.
Furthermore, from Fig. 2, ILGA should stick to the neigh-
borhood for the old attribute , while exploring more for the
boundary information on the new attribute . If the exploration
is more focused on the new attribute, the training time can be
shortened. This motives us to reduce the mutation and crossover
rates. That is, if the point chosen for mutation or crossover is lo-
cated in the old attribute portion, the corresponding rate will be
reduced. The detailed design will be presented in Section IV-E.
The advantages of ILGA and the motivation for reduced rates
can also be explained with the schema analysis and building
block hypothesis [16], [30]. A schema is a similarity template
describing a subset of strings with similarities at certain string
positions. It is postulated that an individual’s high fitness is due
to the fact that it contains good schemata. Short and high-per-
formance schemata are combined to form building blocks with
higher performance expected. Building blocks are propagated
from generation to generation, which leads to a keystone of the
GA approach. Research on the GA has proved that it is bene-
ficial to preserve building blocks during the evolution process
[30]. ILGA inherits the old chromosomes from the previous re-
sults, where the building blocks likely reside. The integration
of these building blocks into the initial population provides a
solid foundation for the following evolutions. Also, the smooth
preservation of these building blocks during the following evo-
lutions also boosts the classification performance. This justifies
the use of the reduced rates. When the crossover and mutation
rates are reduced in the old elements portion, the building blocks
inside will undergo less genetic evolution pressure and thus in-
crease their survival chance.
IV. DESIGN OF INCREMENTAL LEARNING WITH GAS
Our approaches are developed on the basis of standard GAs.
The design of GAs for rule-based classification is presented first,
then different initialization schemes for incremental learning are
elaborated. A typical GA is shown in Fig. 3. The genetic oper-
ators including mutation, crossover, and selection are presented
in Appendix I, which provides a detailed explanation of muta-
tionRate, crossoverRate, and survivorPercent.
The task of classification is to assign instances to one out
of a set of predefined classes, by discovering certain relation-
ship among attributes. Let us assume our pattern classification
problem is a -class problem in an -dimensional pattern space.
And real vectors , ,
are given as training patterns from the classes . Nor-
mally, a learning algorithm is applied to a set of training data
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode of a typical GA.
with known classes to discover the relationship between the at-
tributes and classes. The discovered rules can be evaluated by
classification accuracy or error rate either on the training data
or test data.
For classification problems, the discovered rules are usually
represented in the following IF-THEN form:
(1)
Each rule has one or more conditions as the antecedent, and an
action statement as the consequent which determines the class
category. There are various representation methods for the con-
ditions and actions in terms of the rule properties (fuzzy or non-
fuzzy) and the attribute properties (nominal or continuous). In
this paper, we use nonfuzzy IF-THEN rules. A rule set which
consists of a certain number of rules is supposed to be a solu-
tion for a classification problem.
A. Encoding Mechanism
In our approach, an IF-THEN rule is represented as follows:
(2)
where is a rule label, is the number of attributes,
is the attribute set, and is a class.
and are the minimum and maximum bounds of the th
attribute respectively. We encode rule according to the
equation shown at the bottom of the page, where denotes
whether the condition is active or inactive, which is encoded
as 1 or 0. If is larger than at any time, this element
will be regarded as an invalid element.
Each antecedent element represents an attribute, and each
consequence element stands for a class. Each chromosome
consists of a set of classification rules by
concatenation
(3)
where is the maximum number of rules allowed for each chro-
mosome and is the size of the population. Therefore, one chro-
mosome will represent one rule set. Assume we know the value
range for each attribute and class a priori, , , and
can be encoded each with a character by finding their posi-
tions in the ranges. Thus, the final chromosome can be encoded
as a string consisting of characters. According to the above en-
coding mechanism, each chromosome will consist of charac-
ters, where
(4)
If all the antecedent elements in a rule are inactive, this rule
will be regarded as a noncontributing rule. With this mechanism,
our approach has the feature of variable-length GAs so that the
number of active rules in a rule set can be flexible. This en-
coding mechanism is suitable for classification problems whose
attributes are real valued. However, it can be easily extended to
classification problems with nominal-valued attributes.
B. Fitness Function
The fitness of a chromosome reflects the success rate
achieved while the corresponding rule set is used for clas-
sification. The GA operators use this information to evolve
better chromosomes over generations. As each chromosome in
our approach comprises an entire rule set, the fitness function
actually measures the collective behavior of the rule set. The
fitness function simply measures the percentage of instances
that can be correctly classified by the chromosome’s rule set.
Since there is more than one rule in a chromosome, it is pos-
sible that multiple rules match the conditions for all attributes
but predict different classes. We use a voting mechanism to re-
solve conflict. That is, each rule casts a vote for the class pre-
dicted by itself, and finally the class with the highest votes is
regarded as the conclusive result. If any classes tie on one in-
stance, it is then concluded that this instance cannot be classi-
fied correctly by this rule set. (Our observation is that this case
rarely happens, therefore it will not hurt the accuracy perfor-
mance much.) Fig. 4 shows the pseudocode for fitness evalua-
tion.
C. Stopping Criteria
There are four factors in the stopping criteria. The evolution
process stops after a generation limit, or when the best fitness
of chromosome reaches a preset threshold (which is set as 1.0
through this paper), or when the best fitness of chromosome has
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Fig. 4. Pseudocode for evaluating the fitness of one chromosome.
Fig. 5. Incremental approach to the GA with initialization schemes.
no improvement over a specified number of generations—stag-
nation limit, or the current performance on the validation data
has degraded for 10% compared to the average performance of
the previous 20generations, if the validation data are used. The
detailed settings are reported along with the corresponding re-
sults.
D. Initial Population With Different ISs
Fig. 5 shows the pseudocode of our incremental approach to
the GA with initialization schemes. The main features lie in the
formation of the initial population, integration of old and new
chromosomes, the biased genetic operators, and incremental
evolution of new attributes. Group chromosomes in the figure
refer to the chromosomes preserved in classifier agents as the
result from the last round of evolution.
The formation of initial population is one of the main fea-
tures of our approaches, in which the integration of old and new
chromosomes/elements is the major contribution. Fig. 6 shows
how the new elements are inserted into an old rule to form a new
rule. Note that it only shows the operation on a single rule for
the purpose of simplicity. The other rules in the chromosome
will undergo similar operations.
There are several ways to construct new chromosome popu-
lation in terms of the selection of old chromosome(s) and newly
appended elements. For the old chromosome(s), we can either
use the best rule set (chromosome) as a seed for all the initial
population or the whole population of chromosomes in the cur-
rent solution if available. To create new elements, we have two
choices. We can append randomly created new elements to the
old rule sets, if the new information acquired or exchanged from
the other classifier agent only includes the new attributes and
Fig. 6. Formation of a new rule in a chromosome.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 7. (a) Illustration for integrating old chromosomes with new elements
under IS2. (b) Pseudocode for integrating old chromosomes with new elements
under IS2.
their value ranges. If the other classifier agent can provide more
information such as the entire evolved rule set covering the new
attributes, it will be more helpful to use the elements from such
a rule set. We list these choices in Table I, and give them distinct
names for comparison later (IS in the table stands for initializa-
tion schemes). Actually, there are many options for the integra-
tion of old and new elements. For example, the elements from
the acquired rules can also be available as the best chromosome
or group chromosomes. Further discussion on this is covered in
Section VI.
Fig. 7(a) illustrates the formation of a new population using
IS2 and Fig. 7(b) shows the corresponding pseudocode of how
the new chromosomes are created by integrating the old and
new elements under IS2. We can see that IS2 copies from the
current solution the best chromosome into all the new chromo-
somes, and new elements are selected with a matching mecha-
nism from the incoming chromosomes from the other agent. The
pseudocodes for IS1, IS3, and IS4 are listed in Appendix II.
These four alternatives are applicable to different environ-
ments for incremental learning. If incremental learning happens
in a stand-alone agent, this agent can only use IS1 and IS3. How-
ever, in a collaborative multiagent environment, classifier agents
gain more freedom on choosing which approach to use. They
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TABLE I
ALTERNATIVES ON THE FORMATION OF A NEW POPULATION
Fig. 8. Biased crossover and mutation rates.
may choose one of the four approaches according to the envi-
ronmental situation. We will have a detailed discussion on this
later based on the experiment results.
E. Biased Mutation and Crossover
In our approaches, we have chosen to bias the mutation and
crossover operators with some preference toward the new el-
ements. Mutation and crossover points are still selected ran-
domly. However, if the point chosen for mutation or crossover is
located in the old elements part, the corresponding rates may be
reduced with a reduction rate, as shown in Fig. 8. The mutation
and crossover reduction rates are called and , respectively.
The motivation behind this is that we tend to preserve the
structure of old elements and explore more on the combination
between old and new elements. The old elements part still needs
variation, but the rates applied can be comparatively lower, com-
pared with the rates exerted on the new elements. Classifier
agents can adjust the values for and for different classifica-
tion problems to achieve better solutions. We have more experi-
ments and discussions on the setting of and in Section V-B.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
A. Experiment Scheme
Ten benchmark data sets have been used for experiments in
this paper. The information of these data sets is provided in
Table II, which includes the number of instance, attributes, and
classes in each data set. The first nine sets are taken from the UCI
machine learning repository [31], and the last one is taken from
TABLE II
DATASETS USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTS
the PROBEN1 collection [32]. They all are real-world prob-
lems.
All experiments were completed on Pentium III 650-MHz
PCs. The mean values reported were averaged over ten inde-
pendent runs. Standard deviation (SD) is reported in braces. The
-test is used to evaluate the significance of difference between
two means, and -value, -value, and degree of freedom (df) are
reported for a certain claim. is used as the threshold
for significance of difference, i.e., the difference is significant
with at least 95% confidence level, if its -value with -test is
less than 0.05.
B. Results and Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the performance of ILGA. The
data sets used in this section were partitioned into four parts,
namely, TRA, TRB, VAL, and TST, each with 25% of instances.
TRA and TRB are used as training data, VAL is used as vali-
dation data, and TST is used as unknown test data. Therefore,
when the classifier knows only some partial attributes, it uses
TRA, VAL, and TST with those partial attributes. When it learns
the full set of attributes, TRA TRB with the complete at-
tributes are then used as training data, VAL and TST with the
complete attributes are used as validation and test data.
Fig. 9(a) shows the evolution of the best rule set with the first
ten attributes in the wine data set. The figure records the best
CR in each generation, i.e., the highest fitness value achieved for
each generation. It is shown that CR grows from an initial value
of 0.44 gradually, and finally reaches 0.95 at generation 140.
Fig. 9(b) shows the succeeding GA process with 13 attributes.
IS2 is chosen for the formation of the initial population, which
uses the best chromosome in the resultant rule set from (a), and
combining it with the rule elements from the other agent. The
retraining GA, which trains the classifier from scratch (i.e., with
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Fig. 9. Simulation results show: (a) classifier agent evolving rule sets with ten
attributes and (b) GA with IS2 running to achieve rule sets with 13 attributes,
compared to the retraining GA approach.
random initialization) again with 13 attributes, is also shown in
the figure for comparison.
We can note from the figure that the best CR from the GA with
IS2 decreases from 0.95 to 0.87 immediately after the formation
of initial population. This can be explained by the facts that
new attributes are integrated into the new chromosomes and the
new training data are used. Then, CR increases gradually, and
reaches 0.99 with 100 generations. In the case of retraining GA,
it costs about 180 generations to reach a CR of 0.98. As a result,
we find that the GA with IS2 has integrated successfully the
new attributes, and evolves a new rule set within shorter time
compared to the retraining GA.
Table III compares performance between the four IS ap-
proaches and the retraining GA using the wine data. The GA
was run initially with a partial number of attributes first (nine
and ten attributes as shown in the table). NOA and NNA rep-
resent a different combination of the number of old and new
attributes. The attributes were used in the same order as in the
original data set. For instance, means the first ten
attributes were used as old attributes, and means the
remaining three attributes were used as new attributes. With
the results of the GA, four IS approaches and the retraining
GA were conducted. Therefore these approaches have the same
starting point, which is fair for comparison.
We find that all four IS approaches perform well in inte-
grating various numbers of attributes. For example, in the case
of , , the initial run of GA achieves an
ending CR of 0.9477 and a test CR with 0.6511. IS4 gets an ini-
tial CR of 0.8011. Then with about 70 generations, it reaches an
ending CR of 0.9864 and a test CR of 0.8222. This means that
IS4 recovers the information loss caused by missing attributes,
and obtains new capability to use the information from the ex-
panded attributes.
With a comparison among the four IS approaches and the
retraining GA, it is found that all the four IS approaches cost
fewer generations (shorter training time) than the retraining GA,
which demonstrates the advantages of GAs with specialized ini-
tialization schemes. -tests on training time show the signifi-
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE GA WITH DIFFERENT
IS APPROACHES ON THE WINE DATA
cance of these advantages, e.g., , , ,
for IS4 versus the retraining GA in ; ,
, , for IS2 versus the retraining GA in ;
, , , for IS4 versus the retraining GA
in ; , , , for IS2 versus the
retraining GA in .
It is found from Table III that the mean of test CRs of the
four IS approaches are larger than that of the retraining GA.
We also find the standard deviations of test CR become larger,
compared to the training CR. This is reasonable as the test data
are totally unknown to the classifier agents during the training
process. As a result, some -tests on the test CR shows that the
difference between the IS approaches and the retraining GA is
not significant. For example, , , for IS2
versus the retraining GA in . But a few -tests still
show the significance of difference. For instance, IS4 achieves
better test CR than the retraining GA ( , ,
, for ; , , , for
).
Table III also shows the comparison among the four IS ap-
proaches (as listed in Table I). The results show that IS2 and IS4
cost fewer generations and thus less training time to reach con-
vergence than IS1 and IS3. For instance, IS4 uses less training
time than IS1 ( , , , for ;
, , for ). This may be ex-
plained by recalling the method each approach uses to form the
initial population. As IS2 and IS4 use the entire evolved rule set
from the other agent, they can acquire more useful information
from the rule set than IS1 and IS3 with the randomly created el-
ements. This can also be verified by observing the initial CR for
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE GA WITH DIFFERENT
IS APPROACHES ON THE CANCER DATA
the IS approaches, i.e., the initial CRs of IS2 and IS4 are higher
than those of IS1 and IS3.
Table IV compares the performance of various IS approaches
on another data set—the cancer data. We still get similar find-
ings as those obtained from Table III. We find that the four
IS approaches meet the requirements of incremental learning
with different performance. The comparison between the IS ap-
proaches and retraining GA also shows similar findings as ob-
served from the wine data. For instance, IS4 outperforms the re-
training GA in training time ( , , , for
; , , , for ), and
IS2 outperforms the retraining GA in training time ( ,
, , for ; , ,
, for ). IS2 and IS4 again need fewer gener-
ations (less training time) to reach convergence. For instance,
IS2 uses less training time than IS1 ( , ,
, for ; , , , for
). -tests on the test CRs also reported different sig-
nificance levels on the performance difference between the IS
approaches and the retraining GA. For instance, the advantage
of IS4 over the retraining GA is significant ( , ,
, for ), while the advantage of IS2 over the
retraining GA is not significant ( , , ,
for ). We find the advantages of IS approaches here
are mainly reduced training time.
Finally, we conducted several experiments with different set-
tings of the mutation and crossover reduction rates and
to explore their effects on the performance of various IS ap-
proaches. When one rate is evaluated, another rate is fixed as 1.0.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the results on the wine data with different
values of and respectively. or means there is
no operation (mutation or crossover) on the old elements, and
or means there is no bias on mutation or crossover
between the old elements and new elements. We find that and
really affect the performance of IS approaches. Both figures
show that if IS approaches are used with or , they
Fig. 10. Effect of mutation reduction rate  on the performance of IS
approaches (test CR and training time) with the wine data.
need the longest training time and achieve lower test CRs com-
pared to other values for and . This tells us that the extremely
biased rates ( or ) are not suitable for IS approaches
and the old elements still need some genetic operations. It is
also shown in both figures that and training time decreases in
a general trend, when the values of and increase. But the
improvement on the test CR is very small and can be neglected.
The best values for and are between 0.6 to 0.8, depending
on the type of IS approaches used. This result supports the use
of reduced crossover and mutation rates on the old elements.
Recalling the analysis in Section III based on Fig. 2, we have
explained the motivation and necessity of two reduction rates,
i.e., and . Meanwhile, as the real classification
problems are more complicated than the simplified one, the ex-
ploration on the boundary information of the old attribute should
not be stopped entirely. This implies and . Thus, we
have and , and the optimal values for the
reduction rates exist in between. The above experiment results
have confirmed this analysis. With the selection of and , the
generation cost to achieve the stopping criteria can be reduced,
thus the training time will be saved accordingly.
We have evaluated the performance of ILGA with other six
data sets. Due to the limited space, we just compare the perfor-
mance between IS4 and retraining GA, and only one attribute
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Fig. 11. Effect of crossover reduction rate  on the performance of IS
approaches (test CR and training time) with the wine data.
partition is tried for each data set. (If the total number of at-
tributes is an even number , half attributes are simulated as
old attributes, and the other half as new attributes; if it is an odd
number , then attributes are used as old attributes,
while the rest as new ones.) The experimental results are shown
in Table V, which confirm again the above findings. That is, IS4
outperforms the retraining GA in training and test CRs, and it
also costs less training time with most data sets. The improve-
ment on the classification performance is larger for some data
sets such as the vehicle and the image segmentation.
C. Further Applications of Incremental Learning With the GA
The above experiments have shown that the incremental
learning with GAs is feasible with the specially-designed
algorithms. Four different approaches have been proposed
and compared. In this section, we explore further applications
in two aspects, namely, continuous incremental training and
feature selection.
In the earlier experiments, it is assumed that only one set of
new attributes is introduced, and they are treated as a batch.
Actually these algorithms can be extended to run in the con-
tinuous mode, which means new attributes can be introduced
one after another. The resulting classification rule sets are also
evolved incrementally to accommodate the new attributes. The
TABLE V
ILGA RESULTS ON SOME DATA SETS
new approaches are termed as continuous incremental genetic
algorithms (CIGAs). With the incorporation of the four IS ap-
proaches respectively, four approaches of CIGAs from CIGA1
to CIGA4 are available.
Fig. 12 compares the performance of four types of CIGAs on
the glass data in terms of training CR and test CR respectively.
It is shown that all types of CIGAs outperform the normal GA in
both CRs. Among the four types, CIGA4 is the best approach,
and CIGA1 and CIGA3 are inferior to CIGA2 and CIGA4 in
both CRs. The simulation results showed that CIGAs can be
used successfully for continuous incremental training of classi-
fier agents and can achieve better performance than the normal
GA using batch-mode training.
In the experiments mentioned, the whole attribute set is di-
vided into old and new parts. However, the sequence of at-
tributes is kept unchanged as in the original data sets. In fact,
the sequence of the attributes does affect the final performance.
We have conducted thorough investigation on the impact of at-
tribute ordering in [33]. In the new approach, called ordered
incremental genetic algorithm (OIGA), attributes are arranged
in different orders by evaluating their individual discriminating
ability. With experiments on different attribute ordering such as
descending-order, ascending-order, original-order, and random-
order, it was found that attribute ordering does have some effect
on the performance and the descending-order sequence achieves
the best performance. The experiments on benchmark classi-
fication problems also showed that ordering will not make a
problem deceptive and will not lead to over-fitting or over-gen-
eral solutions.
The results of incremental learning also hint that the perfor-
mance of classifier agents may vary when running with par-
tial attributes, which motivates us to explore the application of
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Fig. 12. Performance comparison of CIGAs on the glass data.
incremental learning for feature selection. Table VI shows the
performance of the GA with some partial attributes on the dia-
betes data. As shown in the table, each time only one attribute is
dropped. The objective is to identify which attribute is more im-
portant, and the ranking of attributes can be obtained according
to the ending CR achieved. For example, we note that if attribute
2 is excluded, the ending CR from using the other seven at-
tributes is only 0.7151, which is apparently lower than the other
cases. Therefore, attribute 2 is regarded as the most important at-
tribute. The importance of other attributes is determined accord-
ingly and ranked. The importance of attributes in descending
order is 2-3-7-6-8-4-5-1. This is a simple way to find relevant
features and discarding irrelevant features.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
As mentioned in Section II, there are two general approaches
for the GA-based rule optimization and learning, namely,
Michigan approach and Pitt approach. Our design mainly fol-
lows the Pitt approach, although some revisions are adopted to
address the special needs of incremental learning. For instance,
the addition of new attributes into chromosomes makes the
length of chromosomes variable through evolution. While
carrying out our work based on the Pitt approach, we have
also made some exploration on ILGA based on the Michigan
approach [34]. It has been found that ILGA based on the
Michigan approach is feasible and the results were comparable
(to ILGA based on the Pitts approach). The results from similar
experiments on some real-world data sets showed again that
TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE GA WITH SOME PARTIAL
ATTRIBUTES ON THE DIABETES DATA
incremental learning based on the Michigan approach achieves
better performance than the retraining GA.
The main advantage of the ILGA is the initialization process,
during which the obtained rule sets with a subset of attributes
are effectively used when a population is initialized with the full
set of attributes. The specially-designed algorithms can cater to
the different initialization situations. The experimental results
have shown the performance improvement advantages on the
training time and classification rates. However, ILGA may be
not applicable in certain situations, for example, some closely
linked attributes cannot be separated into independent portions,
or the nature of problem is totally changed in a dynamic envi-
ronment, then the normal GA may still be a good choice.
The order of attributes, i.e., linkage of attributes, is another
important issue. Holland [16] indicated that crossover induces
a linkage phenomenon. It has been shown that GAs work well
only if the building blocks are tightly linked on the chromo-
some [30]. Some algorithms have been proposed to include
linkage design into problem representation and recombination
operator or use some probabilistic-based models. For example,
the linkage learning genetic algorithm (LLGA) was proposed
in [35] for tackling the linkage and ordering problem. Several
Probabilistic Model Building Genetic Algorithms (PMBGAs)
have been proposed [36] to generate new child population
based on probabilistic models. The dependence and linkage
among the attributes in this paper also indicates possible
presence of the linkage learning problem, especially when the
one-point crossover operator is used. However, the proposed
ILGA may alleviate linkage pressure by dividing the whole
attribute domain into several parts. To find the best linkage
among attributes will be a future research issue for ILGA.
There can be many variations for the algorithms and exper-
iment settings to deal with different environmental situations.
We discuss further some possibilities which include the expan-
sion of population size to facilitate the integration of new and
old elements, the algorithms for a single agent to accommodate
the new attributes, and the special case when the new patterns
are available with new attributes only.
As discussed earlier, before IS2 and IS4 are employed, the
old and new elements have already been evolved. When they
are integrated, there are many options in producing the offspring
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by integration. In the current experiments, we choose the same
population size for initial GAs and succeeding GAs with dif-
ferent initialization schemes. In order to explore more on in-
tegration, we double the population size to accommodate more
resulting offspring chromosomes from the integration of old and
new elements. Then the offspring chromosomes are sorted in a
descending order of fitness. The fitter half will survive as the ini-
tial population for IS2 or IS4. The other half will be discarded.
We have done some experiments with this refinement, and found
the resulting test CR can be improved in most cases. For in-
stance, the test CR for wine data can be improved by about 2%.
As for the training time, it will be a little longer because of the
longer integration process. However, it can be neglected as the
following training time will dominate the whole GA process.
From the results of IS1–IS4, we find that IS2 and IS4 per-
form better than IS1 and IS3, mainly in reduced training time.
We have considered the application of IS approaches in a mul-
tiagent environment, which means IS2 and IS4 are used only
when two or more classifier agents are exchanging information
on new attributes and instances. However, IS2 and IS4 can also
be used in the situation of one single agent. When such an agent
learns that new attributes are available, it can create the elements
for these attributes first, then independently evolve these ele-
ments, as if it was done in other agents. Finally, these elements
can be integrated with the old ones using IS2 or IS4. Therefore,
the GAs with various initialization schemes can be refined for
a single agent to achieve better performance by replacing the
process of randomly creating new element with a separate evo-
lution process for new elements before they are integrated.
In the above experiments, we assumed that the new training
patterns including all attributes come along with the new at-
tributes so that we can use these patterns to train the rule set with
all attributes. This is likely in most realistic applications. For in-
stance, a researcher may find a new symptom which is likely to
contribute to the diagnosis of a certain disease. Then, new data
associated with the old and new symptoms may be collected
for further research. However, sometimes newly-collected data
may only contain information on the new attributes, without in-
formation on the old attributes. Therefore, when the old and new
attributes are integrated, there is no hands-on training patterns
to train the rule set for the whole set of attributes. We will need
to integrate the old and new training patterns together to form a
new training pattern set according to the class categories. Then,
classifier agents can use ILGA with different IS approaches to
evolve a new rule set on the new training patterns.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed an incremental approach to
the GA, with different initialization schemes for incremental
learning in classifier agents. These approaches do not need
to re-evolve the rule set from scratch in order to adapt to the
ever-changing environment. Using these approaches, a clas-
sifier agent can fully utilize existing knowledge and quickly
respond to changes in the environment.
The main features such as the incremental evolution of new
attributes, formation of new population, integration of chromo-
somes, and biased rates for genetic operators were elaborated.
Real-world data sets were used to evaluate the performance of
the incremental approach. The experimental results showed that
GAs with IS approaches can be successfully used for incre-
mental learning and may generally speed up the learning process
and improve classification rates as compared to the retraining
GA. Possible applications for continuous incremental training
and feature selection were also presented.
In our experiments, we assumed that the incoming attributes
are relevant to the old attributes. In a real-world situation, classi-
fier agents may need the ability to identify whether the incoming
new attributes data are consistent with the old attributes by ob-
serving the trend of training or test performance. When agents
exchange attributes, classes, or training data, some overlapping
can happen. For example, the training data in different agents
may be identical or nonidentical, thus the exchanged training
data may have different degrees of overlap. Therefore, a classi-
fier agent needs to analyze the incoming data, and integrate them
with its own current data using certain methods. Furthermore,
if elements/rules exchanged among agents have some overlap-
ping, agents may need more advanced mechanisms to detect
them and integrate them properly.
In our experiments, we set the maximum number of rules em-
pirically. Actually, agents can increase the rule number gradu-
ally until they find there is no improvement on the classification
rate. However, in this way, training time may become unaccept-
able. It can be turned into a multiobjective problem, as we want




We use one-point crossover in all experiments. Referring to
the encoding mechanism, we can note that crossover will not
lead to inconsistency and thus can take place in any point of
chromosome. On the contrary, the mutation operator has some
constraints. The mutation point is randomly selected. According
to the position of selected point, we can determine whether it is
an activeness, minimum, or maximum element. Different muta-
tion is available for each. For example, if an activeness element
is selected for mutation, it will just be toggled. Otherwise when
a boundary-value element is selected, the algorithm will ran-
domly select a substitute in the range of that attribute. This is
implemented in such a way that the lower and upper bounds are
never exceeded. The mutation and crossover rates are selected as
0.01 and 1.0 respectively (mutationRate and crossover-
Rate ). For reproduction, we simply set the survival rate
(or generation gap) as 50% (SurvivorsPercent ), which
means half of the parent chromosomes with higher fitness will
survive into the new generation, while the other half will be re-
placed by the newly created children resulting from crossover
and/or mutation.
Selection mechanism deals with the selection of a population
which will undergo genetic operations. Roulette wheel selection
[37] is used in this paper. In this investigation, the probability
that a chromosome will be selected for integration is given by
the chromosome’s fitness divided by the total fitness of all the
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IS1 :
for each newChrom[j] in the new population
fbestChrom := the best chromosome from the current solution;
bufferChrom := bestChrom;
for each rule i in bufferChrom
frandomly create the activeness bit and bounds for each new attribute;
create each element with the activeness bit and boundary values;





for each newChrom[j] in the new population
fbufferChrom := the chromosome[j] from the current solution;
for each rule i in bufferChrom
frandomly create the activeness bit and bounds for each new attribute;
create each element with the activeness bit and boundary values;





for each newChrom[j] in the new population
fbufferChrom := the chromosome[j] from the current solution;
incomingChrom := a chromosome randomly selected from the group
chromosomes coming from another agent;
for each rule i in bufferChrom
fcurClass := the class of rule i;
analyze incomingChrom; and place all new incoming rules having
the same class as curClass into a candidate pool;
randomly choose a rule from the candidate pool;





chromosomes. This means, during selection, higher fitness chro-
mosomes have a higher probability of producing offspring for
the next generation than lower fitness chromosomes.
APPENDIX II
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE FORMATION OF A NEW POPULATION
USING IS1, IS3, AND IS4
See the table at the top of the page.
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